Interviewer remarks are recorded by the interviewer on completion of an interview. They apply to all versions of a questionnaire. The remarks are meant to capture additional or supplemental information about obtaining the case, including if other people were present, how cooperative the respondent was and whether or not a fee was used. Beginning in 2004, interviewers also included information about their race/ethnicity. The interviewer remarks also detail the mode of data collection.

CONTINUE WITH INTERVIEWER REMARKS BEFORE CLOSING CASE.

WHAT OTHER PERSONS WERE PRESENT DURING THE INTERVIEW? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

*OTHPRESI-6*

CHILDREN UNDER 6 1
OLDER CHILDREN 2
SPOUSE / PARTNER 3
OTHER RELATIVES 4
OTHER ADULTS 5
NO ONE 6

IN GENERAL, WHAT WAS THE RESPONDENT’S ATTITUDE TOWARD THE INTERVIEW?

*COOP*

FRIENDLY AND INTERESTED 1
COOPERATIVE BUT NOT PARTICULARLY INTERESTED 2
IMPATIENT AND RESTLESS 3
HOSTILE 4

WAS THE RESPONDENT’S UNDERSTANDING OF THE QUESTIONS...

*COMPREND*

GOOD 1
FAIR 2
POOR 3

TYPE OF STRUCTURE IN WHICH THE RESPONDENT LIVES:

*DWELLING*

TRAILER
DETACHED SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSE
2-FAMILY HOUSE, 2 UNITS SIDE BY SIDE
2-FAMILY HOUSE, 2 UNITS ONE ABOVE THE OTHER
DETACHED 3-4 FAMILY HOUSE
ROW HOUSE (3 OR MORE UNITS, IN AN ATTACHED ROW)
APARTMENT HOUSE (5 OR MORE UNITS, 3 STORIES OR LESS)
APARTMENT HOUSE (5 OR MORE UNITS, 4 STORIES OR MORE)
APARTMENT IN A PARTLY COMMERCIAL STRUCTURE
OTHER (SPECIFY) ______________________________  *OTHSTRUC*
WAS THIS CASE COMPLETED IN-PERSON OR OVER THE PHONE?

**MODE**

IN-PERSON
OVER THE PHONE
COMBINATION IN-PERSON/PHONE

WAS A RESPONDENT INCENTIVE OR FEE USED AS PART OF GETTING THIS CASE?

**FEEUSED**

Yes, MONEY (SPECIFY AMOUNT: __________) **FEEAMT**
Yes, OTHER (FLOWERS, FOOD, ETC.)
No

INTERVIEWER, ARE YOU SPANISH, HISPANIC, OR LATINO/LATINA?

**IHISP1**

YES
NO GO TO IRACECN1

WHICH GROUP ARE YOU FROM?

**IHISP2**

MEXICAN, MEXICAN AMERICAN, CHICANO/CHICANA
PUERTO RICAN
CUBAN
OTHER (SPECIFY) ________________ **HIS2SPE2**

INTERVIEWER, WHAT IS YOUR RACE? INDICATE ONE OR MORE RACES THAT YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF TO BE.

**INTRACE1, INTRACE2, INTRACE3**

LOOP FOR FIRST MENTION, SECOND MENTION, & THRID MENTION

WHITE
BLACK OR AFRICAN-AMERICAN
AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKA NATIVE
PLEASE NAME ENROLLED OR PRINCIPAL TRIBE _______ **IAMINSP1-3**
ASIAN INDIAN
CHINESE
FILIPINO
JAPANESE
KOREAN
VIETNAMESE
OTHER ASIAN
  PLEASE NAME ____________ IASIA SP1-3
NATIVE HAWAIIAN
GUAMANIAN OR CHAMORRO
SAMOAN
OTHER PACIFIC ISLANDER
  PLEASE NAME ____________ IPAC FSP1-3
SOME OTHER RACE
  PLEASE NAME ____________ IOTRCSP1-3

INSERT TIMESTAMP